I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from two-dimensional arbitrary shape objects is treated using different methods.
Among those methods are the integral equation formulation [ I]-[4]
, partial differential equation formulation [5] , and hybrid techniques which combine the partial differential equation method with a surface integral equation or with an eigenfunction expansion [6] .
The integral equation method requires numerical integrations, which lead to a system of matrix equation. The order of this matrix equation increases with the electrical dimension and complexity of the scattering objects. This technique requires significant computation time for composite scatterers. On the other hand, to enforce the radiation condition using a partial differential equation method, an approximate absorbing boundary may be used in order to avoid extending the descretized region to infinity. Furthermore, the use of numerical differentiation limits the accuracy of such methods. The hybrid techniques eliminate most of these disadvantages, however, it usually requires more effort in the analytical and numerical implementations.
This communication deals with the scattering of an electromagnetic wave from two-dimensional objects of arbitrary cross sections by modeling the scatterer by a number of circular cylinders. The problem is then reduced to the scattering from an array of parallel circular cylinders. Rigorous analysis of the scattering from multiple circular conducting cylinders is treated by many investigators [7] 
where k , = 2 a / X which is the free space wavenumber, X is the wavelength and 6, IS the angle of incidence of the plane wave with respect to the negative x axis as shown in Fig. 1 . In terms of the cylindrical coordinates of the ith cylinder, whose center is located at On the surface of the ith cylinder, the boundary conditions are (7) where a, is the radius of the ith cylinder, M represents the total number of cylinders. The first term on the left-hand and right-hand sides of (6) represent the incident and transmitted electric fields related to the ith cylinder, respectively, in terms of the local coordinates of this cylinder, i.e., ( p i , 4;). The second term on the left-hand side represents the scattered electric field from all M cylinders in terms of the local coordinates of each individual cylinder, i.e., ( p , , 4,). In order to solve for the unknown expansion coefficients cgn and bin, it is then required to express the scattered field from one cylinder in terms of the local coordinates of another cylinder. Using the additional theorem of Hankel functions, one can write the transformation from the qth coordinates to the pth coordinates as ] (10) I dPQ p; cos @ , -pb cos 4; 4pq = cos-1 whereas the transformation from the pth to the qth coordinates is identical to (8) except that p and q should be interchanged. In order to satisfy the boundary condition in (7), the scattered magnetic field component from cylinder g is obtained in terms of the local coordinates of the ith cylinder in two steps. First, the scattered electric field component from cylinder g is transferred to the local coordinates of cylinder i by using the addition theorem in (8), then the magnetic field component is obtained in terms of the electric field component using (5). This procedure along with the use of the orthogonal property of the exponential function eindi, we get for the scattering coefficients from the ith cylinder; The scattering from an arbitrary array of circular dielectric cylinders due to an incident H-polarized plane wave (transverse electric (TE) polarization) is easily obtained from the above analysis by simply replacing vri by l / v r j in the expression of the self-interaction elements. Furthermore, the special case of perfectly conducting circular cylinders of arbitrary radii and locations can be retrieved easily by setting vri equal to zero in the self-interaction elements.
In. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
One of the advantages of the proposed method is the possibility of computing the scattered field pattern from a number of cylinders including all mutual interactions between the cylinders or without interactions by simply setting all the elements in the off-diagonal submatrices to zero. To illustrate the effect of mutual interaction on the scattered field pattern, Fig. 2 shows the far scattered field pattern of two identical dielectric cylinders each of radius 0.2 A, e , = 4, p, = 1 and are located symmetrically with respect to the y-axis on the x-axis with center to center distance equal to 0.8 h and excited by an incident TM plane wave with do = 90". The solid line represents the pattern with all mutual interactions between the two cylinders and the dashed line is the pattern without the interactions and the circles represent the results based on a method of moments (MM) solution using surface integral equation formulation [14]. For this specific case, significant change in the forward scattered field is obvious due to multiple interactions.
Far scattered field patterns from two different dielectric cylinders due to an incident TM and TE polarized plane wave are shown in Fig. 3 with a, X in order to model one perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius 1 X. In this figure two patterns are shown, namely the solid line represents the pattern due to the scattering from the 20 cylinders using the present technique, while the circles represent the pattern due to the numerical computation of the exact series solution of the scattering by one cylinder of radius 1X. It is obvious that the two patterns are in good agreement, which indicates the validity of this method in modeling perfectly conducting objects by small circular cylinders. The modeling of dielectric scatterers is also possible, however, one must be careful in modeling dielectric objects. To illustrate this, we present (at 45") as well as those based on the MM. Good agreement is observed which emphasizes that the modeling of dielectric scatterers must satisfy the equal volume criterion for accurate modeling of thin or thick dielectrics. For composite objects, Fig. 7 shows the U patterns from a thick strip of rectangular cross section and composed of half-dielectric (on the lefi)/half-perfectly conducting (on the right) materials. This As shown from the above examples and discussion, the proposed technique is simple and efficient in modeling conducting and dielectric cylindrical objects as well as objects of composite nature. One should point out that the present technique is capable of modeling inhomogeneous dielectric media with no further analysis. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the simplicity of this technique allowed us to implement it on a personal computer and to generate all the results presented in this communication with very reasonable execution times. As an example the execution time on a 386-25 MHz Pc for computing one u pattern in Fig. 6 was approximately 30 s. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The analysis of plane wave scattering from an array of parallel circular cylinders is derived rigorously for both TM and TE polarization. Extension to other types of excitations such as electric or magnetic line sources are straightforward and requires minimal changes in the analysis. The analysis is cast into a form which is simple for computations as well as in predicting the effect of mutual interactions between any number of cylinders. This technique is used for modeling two-dimensional scattering objects by using a number of parallel circular dielectric and conducting cylinders. The validity and usefulness of the proposed method in modeling cylindrical dielectric, conducting, or composite objects by circular cylinders are presented by several examples.
